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Systems Thinking Leadership
There are many views of “leadership”

... how do we make sense of them?
Here’s the systems perspective.

Systems Thinking:
  It’s more than you think.SM

“Systems leadership”?
There are many valid perspectives on “lead-
ership.” The systems approach to leadership
is unique in that it integrates many
aspects of these views. 
To illustrate leadership Jay Forrester,
the founder of the field of system dy-
namics, asks, “For an airplane, who
is the leader? The pilot, navigator,
steward, or mechanic?” Indeed, one
can make a case for each of these
being “the leader.” 
One role generally not suggested is
that of “leader as designer.” But it is
the designer whose efforts are di-
rected at creating a plane that can
survive under turbulent conditions
and that has sufficient redundancy to
prevent failures from becoming
catastrophic. When things get
rough, the plane had better be
stable or it will crash. 
The designer must consult with
the pilot, navigator, etc. to assure
that the required functions can be
performed efficiently and effec-
tively ... even under extreme con-
ditions. The designer also envi-
sions, and brings people together
to envision, designs that bring
new levels of performance. 
Leader as designer
Similarly, the organizational coun-
terpart is leader as visionary de-
signer of the Structures that effi-
ciently & effectively perform the
functions required to achieve an
organization’s Vision while fulfill-
ing its Purpose and being consis-
tent with its Values. 
Structure in this context means

the influences and interdependencies in the
system. Figure 1 shows define the hierarchy
from Values to Events. Figure 2 provides

definitions.
Balancing Stability and Change
In Built to Last Collins and Porras ob-
serve that Core Values and Purpose
should be enduring ... a “core” that is
preserved over time. This core com-
plements an inspiring Vision that
stimulates progress. To do so Vision
must change more often than the
core (Figure 3).
They distinguish “telling the time,”
which represents achieving one-time
success, from “clock building,” creat-
ing tangible mechanisms that pro-
duce recurring successes.

Organic processes
While Collins and Porras stress
the importance of “creating tangi-
ble mechanisms aligned to pre-
serve the core and stimulate pro-
gress,” these “mechanisms” can
be better understood as “organic
processes” ... the structures and
mental models that create the be-
haviors we experience. 
Mental models are our assump-
tions and beliefs about the world.
Because we humans act in sys-
tems based on our mental mod-
els, we are part of the system,
and mental models are a kind of
system structure. 
Our thoughts and beliefs create,
and interact with, external struc-
tures. Winston Churchill illus-
trated this when he said, "We
shape our buildings; thereafter,
our buildings shape us."
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To experience the events we desire, we must have
Structures that achieve our Vision while fulfilling our Pur-

pose and living according to our Values.

What is systems thinking?
Seeking to understand system 

behavior by examining “the whole”
… instead of by analyzing the parts.

Designing the “Clock”

“The single most important point
… is the critical importance of cre-

ating tangible mechanisms
aligned to preserve the core and
stimulate progress. This is the

essence of clock building.”
Collins & Porras, Built to Last, 1994
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Fig. 3

Values: What do we value?
Concept: Who are we? If this is our value, how do we
act? It informs our “winning strategy,” our mental model
of how we must act in pursuing safety & success.
Purpose: Why do we exist?
Vision: What do we want? The two Vision components:

Outcome: What outcome do we desire?
Vehicle: What will our organization to look like?

Structure/Mental Models: The structures (interdepend-
encies and policies) and beliefs that support us in acting
in a way consistent with our Values in pursuing our 
Purpose on the way to our Vision.

Fig. 2

Definitions: Values, Purpose, Vision, & Structure/Mental Models.

Fig. 1
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Workshop Benefits
Define structure and examine for alignment with Vision, Purpose and Values.

 Identify weak links in the key loops.
Identify what promotes limits beneficial activity at the weak links.

Take action to increase beneficial activity & reduce constraints at weak links.
Develop & implement new measures to monitor loop performance.

Create new communication links & information systems to monitor progress.
Institute environmental scans for externals that could impact loop performance.

Leadership and Loops
Nothing grows without a reinforcing process. Nothing grows
forever; limiting forces always develop … these are balanc-
ing processes. And nothing persists without balancing proc-

esses … they are necessary to regulate equilibrium. 
“The first principle of leadership: Understand the 

self-reinforcing processes for growth.”
Peter Senge, The Dance of Change, 1999

Feedback is Power - Tap It
A feedback loop is only engaged if actions are taken at each point
around the loop. To nurture a feedback loop, action must be taken
and/or information supplied around the entire loop. Like a bicycle

chain, one link cannot move unless all links move. We can’t just pick,
say, the top 5 things to do (as in many strategic approaches). 
Doing so may neglect critical links in critical feedback loops.

Achieving desired outcomes
The events and patterns of
events we experience are a re-
sult of system structure. Even
when there are external influ-
ences, a system responds to
those influences based on its
structure.
For example, a hanging spring
moves up and down in response
to an external vertical shock.
That characteristic movement is
a result of the spring’s structure,
not the external shock. And the
structure can be modified to
damp the oscillations. 
Similarly, organizational struc-
tures can be modified to create
different behaviors when sub-
jected to changing external con-
ditions. 
Conscious or unconscious?
Figure 4 shows that, if Structure is not con-
sciously designed properly and aligned
with Values, Purpose and Vision, then we
won’t create the outcomes we desire. In-
stead the organization will be constantly
reacting to changing conditions ... often
going from one crisis to another, perhaps
with boom & bust oscillations similar to
those of a spring. It will “pay the price” for
not having the appropriate structure.
But if Structure is consciously designed
and aligned with Values, Purpose and Vision, the organization
can “create the future” and reap the rewards by achieving de-
sired outcomes.
Where’s the leverage?
Figure 5 shows that if we want to be effective in influencing
system behavior, we must work at the level of structure where
leverage is high, instead of reacting to events.
Driving or nurturing?
Designing and nurturing the structure (influences and feed-
back processes) is the foundation of leadership. We often

persist in using command and
control in organizations, because
the “machine” metaphor is pow-
erful. But we cannot drive human
social systems as we drive a car.
If organizations were machines,
rather than living systems, that
might be possible. 
Living systems can’t be con-
trolled … we’ll always be out of
control. The question is, how do
we live with this truth? Systems
thinking doesn’t ask us to give up
control, it asks us give up the illu-
sion of control … and instead as-
sert influence by designing effec-
tive policies. It’s more like gar-
dening than driving.
Principles of leadership:

First: Understand the self-
reinforcing feedback processes for
growth.
Second: Understand the balancing feed-
back processes that limit, or will limit,
growth.
Third: Understand the balancing feed-
back processes that resist, or will resist,
the changes to be made.
Fourth: Understand the balancing feed-
back processes that are necessary to
stabilize performance. 
Fifth: Define strategies & action plans to
foster loop operation to increase
performance.*

Conclusion
Systems thinking leadership is the approach we take in a gar-
den. For the reinforcing processes we provide sun, water, and
fertilizer; and for the balancing processes we pull the weeds.
We nurture a garden; we don’t “drive” it. Leadership is under-
standing and designing the feedback processes and informa-
tion systems that determine organizational performance. We
use systems thinking to design structures to take an organiza-
tion to its Vision while fulfilling its Purpose and living by its
Values. 

Leverage is low when we attempt to apply
corrective action at the level of events, be-

cause beneath the surface there are power-
ful structures that influence system behavior.
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Structure must be consciously defined for an organization to move
from reacting and crisis to creating desired outcomes.

Fig. 5
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